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RESOURCES

Session 1 Wheel Bazaar Slide Deck

Wheel Bazaar Virtual Series Website (includes video recordings of past events and registration links for future events)

Resources Discussed by Presenters or Posted in the Chat:

- Boston University Department of Pharmacology Training Partnerships with Industry
  - PI4
  - Imnas
- U Illinois Mathematics Internship Programs:
  - PI4
  - Imnas
- BIG Math Network:
  - Department Resources
  - Jobs Guide
- UT Austin PhD Career Pathways Fellowship Program
- The University of Iowa Humanities for the Public Good Internship Program
- ACLS Public Fellows Program
- Duke University PhD Internship Programs:
  - Provost Experiential Fellowships and Internships
  - External and Internal Summer Opportunities
- Recommended Conference:
  - Graduate Career Consortium June 23-25, 2021 Virtual Annual Conference